
Get Behind ( c. 3/28/2022 by Sue Ann Watson and Thomas Lloyd Thomas; 
aka Sukey Watson and Tom Thomas)  

Verse 1:


They want you to believe ,

Their cleverly packaged evil lies

But I think I can see, Yes I know that I can see

Through that humanitarian disguise

That the actual plan in mind

Is for your soul to die


Chorus


Verse 2: 


They stack their message deck

Debate and discussion is put in check

The narrative that’s authorized, Yes the the 
narrative that’s authorized 

Gets fear and panic mobilized 

The  truth, the data and the acts

Must not survive intact


Verse 3: 


They’ve tried to co-opt my mind

To make me intellectually blind

But I say to them in kind, Yes I say to them in 
kind

Satan you better get Behind

For your talisman of security

Can’t stand in for  God’s Liberty


Chorus:  after verses 1 & 2 


Are ya gonna cave to their despotic wills

Driven by wicked and sordid sinful ills

Or are ya gonna take a stand

Fight for what’s right within God’s plan

Or be the coward man


Final Chorus: 


I will not cave to their despotic wills

Driven by their wicked and sordid sinful ills

Because I’m  gonna really act

To  leave no tyrannies intact                       


      And I am gonna firmly stand 

      To uphold God’s righteous plans


      ‘Cause I  choose to live by my faith 

       To rise above the tyrannic state


       And I’ll contend to my death    

      To protect my God given rights


       And I won’t bend and I won’t cave

       To falsified and  fabricated fears 


      ‘Cause I’m  not ever gonna be 

      No never ever trampled down 

        

      Yes I’m not ever gonna be

       Subjugated to their plans.


       Like the coward man 




Song Story: 


The words to this song came to me just about all at once while I was working in the garden 
back in September of 2021.   It was my response to the times which we all had witnessed.  The 
assault on freedom was a shock to me as it was also for many others.   I dedicate this song to 
the many who stood up for our freedoms and rights and who continue to do so today. 

Freedom always comes at a cost and many got socially “cancelled” or lost l livelihoods for their 
refusal to back down to an onslaught of frankly false narratives. 



